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Abstract

'Now this is an issue involving the highly uncertain role of custom and innovation, of stability and dynamism, of-in the 
end-coercion and emancipation which it would be happiness to evade: but the lines of the much travelled escape 
routes - ‘Let science build the town’, ‘Let people build the town’ – have already been delineated and dismissed. '1

The conversation never ends between the topics of science and people. Mentioned by Rowe, it is a trapped and 
insoluble situation for these two principles of architectural design.2 Even though it started from a rational and scientific 
origin, modernism, or even former stages of its development, has been strongly contradicted by a force of inflexibility. 
Which comes form the most daily lives, accumulating through humanity and history. Modern architecture appears 
to be naive and ideal.3 Cities are renovated. Not only like the city of Paris, all cities are converted into neat frames of 
order. Even in the larger scale, the high ways of inter-city links. This circumstance is the answer towards the modern 
bursting development in science and technology. To bear the increasing load from the population and traffic, which 
is unstoppable.

Ahmedabad is straightforward undoubtedly, appearing to be a result of ‘unsuccessful’ surgery. For pieces are directly 
fixed together. It can be seen that highways directly go through the city and organize the divergent city texture from 
central old city to suburban farmlands. Reinforced concrete blocks (bridge) could go above the old city walls of stone 
and brick, with a tiny temple at the corner. On two sides of the  bituminous pavement shall exist the riverfront project 
and historical icons at the same time. The city displays the appearance of disharmony. 

However, the Pol inside the wall presents a totally different and independent ecology. The city, to be precise, the 
community outlook is well and continuously maintained by the neighbourhoods. Pol is the representative of sense and 
tradition, without stiff and unified regulation of construction and appearance. Individual houses are constructed and 
managed in their own ways. In fact, it is no independent in reality. Pol has a clear organization in relation between 
public and private space: It is like a tree. Branches (courtyards and atriums) germinate from the main trunk (public 
traffic road), and the leaves (private buildings) grow luxuriantly. It is a result of modification but not planning: the 
governmental maintenance gives fixing and modifying to the existing frame with modern infrastructures, providing 
convenient living environment to the local community. 

In consequence, the collage exists, where science and tradition come to compromise on a balance point. And this 
consequence is visible in the close relationship among neighbourhoods. In a sense, Pol could be considered as a 
spontaneous construction of city collage from the concept defined by Colin Rowe.

In thinking about the relation of architecture and city, science and tradition. The development of architecture shall 
play the role of modification rather than replacement. And that is how the community of Pol works, which raises an 
example of ideal rationalism giving way to the perceptual and emotional existence of architecture. Therefore, the 
project of new Pol will try to explore the possibilities of rational architectures to grow in an emotional principle, to keep 
the stable, peaceful and interactive community relations with the newly planned buildings, to think and build the 
community in a collage method.

It is suggested that a collage approach, an approach in which objects are conscripted or seduced from out of 
their context, is-at the present day-the only way of dealing with the ultimate problems of, either or both, utopia and 
tradition.4

1. Rowe, Colin. "Collage City and Reconquest of Time." in Collage City. (Cambridge, Massachusetts and London, England: The MIT Press, 1978), 121.
2,3. Rowe, Colin. "Introduction." in Collage City. (Cambridge, Massachusetts and London, England: The MIT Press, 1978), 6.
4. Rowe, Colin. "Collage City and Reconquest of Time." in Collage City. (Cambridge, Massachusetts and London, England: The MIT Press, 1978), 144.
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The conversation: rational thinking and traditional pattern
The modern approach, in respond to COLLAGE CITY

Modern architectural design set an uprising and solution towards human living form. Like the Domino house setting 
free the relation between space and structure, cogent principles have been delivered to our daily lives. To think about 
the future ideal lives, designers have to take modern living principles into account, which sounds simple: the booming 
population, the loading traffic and the distant interaction. The development of modern architecture is one of the 
tiny parts of human introspection of self-living environment. Which means, it is the product of the history, but also the 
guidance of the future. This principle encourages the present cities 

However, it is only the appearance of rationalism for modernism.5 The order and regulation conducted through 
modern architecture remains criticized. In this word, modern architecture shall be considered as a utopian attempt in 
consideration of the building environment, from the tiny human body scale to the urban planning of miles. For some 
chapters, modern architecture still cannot get involved into the central obligation, people.

‘To us the occasional virtues of the modern city seem to be patent and the problem remains how, while allowing for 
the need of a ‘modern’ declaration, to render these virtues responsive to circumstance.’6

1

5,6. Rowe, Colin. "Introduction." in Collage City. (Cambridge, Massachusetts and London, England: The MIT Press, 1978), 8.
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Le Corbusier’s planning and Roew's collage

Here Le Corbusier’s design of both planning and architectural design shall be a good reference to think about the 
modern city. Developed through centuries, the utopian thinking of the city has gradually turned into the mode of 
modernism. The rationalized new residence form and the requirement from traffic regulations have featured the new 
characteristics of the city: the separated organization of traffic routes and highly structured public spaces.7 
The city seems to be forced to be hierarchized and centralized. To Rowe, Corbusier processed a totally different 
strategy in the huge public scale as an urbanist. The public space appears simple in his imagination with little ‘dialectical 
tricks and spatial involutions’.

Similar to former urban renovations, when Paris was carved by boulevards, the brand-new city elements have totally 
changed both the perspective and ichnographic views of the urban solid. The new streets were making continuous 
sections through the city, cutting the existing construction entities and converting the indoor private spaces into 
public corridors. The new construction is the façade that is attached to the carved section and creates the new city 
appearance. Hence, it shall be considered as a reference from the tradition townscape as its new urban fabric. 

However, the new city scenery still clear to be observe that the city fabric is divided into fragments mechanically and 
straightforward. And there is a clear perception of two different world environment: the public streets and private 
communities. It is the consequence of aposteriori transformations among generations, or dimensions, when the new 
rational plan does not work in the mode of how the city originally does. Which is decided by history, culture and 
people there. In another word, it is rational and reasonable for a city to develop in its own way and pattern, following 
the tradition and nature. For which reason it explains the definition of dimension: both science and tradition work in a 
rational way. 

In city scale, tradition is rationality. City grows and develop in its own way, controlled by the cultural background, 
satisfying the specific local residence’s requirements. That is so called ‘people construct the city’.8

And rationality become ideal and scientific when it comes to the social scale, covering all urban development 
at the same time. The simple principle of modern city planning cannot totally cover all elements of all sections of 
humanity and thus displays the feature of universality, comparing with the polyphyly in reality.

 up right: Le Corbussier's city planning in Paris
down right:  Haussmann's renovation of Paris

7. Rowe, Colin. "Crisis of the Object: Predicament of Texture." in Collage City. (Cambridge, Massachusetts and London, England: The MIT Press, 1978), 56.
8. Rowe, Colin. "Collage City and Reconquest of Time." in Collage City. (Cambridge, Massachusetts and London, England: The MIT Press, 1978), 121.
9,10. Rowe, Colin. "Crisis of the Object: Predicament of Texture." in Collage City. (Cambridge, Massachusetts and London, England: The MIT Press, 1978), 83.
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The similar situation appears in Ahmedabad but in a rather complicated way. The most tradition lies in the central old 
city, where most low-rise communities gather and are called Pol. This central part operates in a self-managing way, 
which is the central thesis the project will concentrate on. To the outer level, Ahmedabad is featured by its unique city 
walls and gates. Those traditional items separate the space well in its ancient condition: on tow sides of the wall, it shall 
exist the self-built housings and modern concrete streets at the same time. In this circumstance, historical tradition and 
modern science attach together in the Haussmann way. Meanwhile, pensile highways organize and frame the whole 
city in a barbaric method. Intransigence and conflict shall be distinguished from the joints and ruins of materials. And 
lastly, to the outboard of the city, city is planned and communities are constructed following the modern principle, 
where commercial-designed architecture groups appear along the street framework. To summarize, science and 
tradition coexist in the same city, but with different preponderance, which is like the different political tendency 
among states.

‘It might be judicious to allow and encourage the object to become digested in a prevalent texture or matrix.’9 Thus, 
Rowe suggested that since the demarcation between science and tradition, modern and history, space and block 
cannot be compromised immediately, concession shall be made to let the opposite items merge in the existing 
circumstance. 

‘…which might allow for the joint existence of the overtly planned and the genuinely unplanned, of the set-piece 
and the accident, of the public and the private, of the state and the individual.’10

Ahmedabad city network, 
with location of old city Pol and New Pol

Pol in old city

New Pol
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Material intersections
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Collage thinking of Ahmedabad Pol

Decaying and maintained community

Here we step into the Pol in Ahmedabad, whose site is located inside old city, on the northwest. Divided by the old city 
wall, Pol is set on a higher and introverted stage, physically. Even sitting in the centre of the city, the inner residence 
grows with its unique pattern of ecology like a country side village. 

The place is decaying: all construction bodies are naked through natural erosions. Lower attaching the road surface, 
the construction body is like to be exposed from covering of plasters. The outer musky coating gradually gets 
corrupted and decayed, revealing the inner plasters of older generations or even the solid constructions. The place 
is also being maintained: except the inner constructed structure, all panels and plasters are also fading out. When 
buildings are out of protections, people tend to cover them with new layers. Time after time, surfaces and items are 
coated by plastering and painting. And when the new layer becomes out of date, a renewed one will exist. As a 
result, Pol is full of layers, colourful layers, which are maintained multiple times through days and years.

What the colours bring is vitality. The existing community has brought about one self-growing system of constructing. 
Where time flows in layers of different depths, rather than being covered by solid shells, unable to be observed and 
touched. The Place shall allow people to involve into the changes through maintaining itself, using their own attitudes 
and preference.  We shall observe different time lines through the overlaying of the layers and materials, when the 
architecture bodies become the exhibition stage of history and traces of life. Although the space belongs to no one, 
the identities presented through the layers, from the materials, shall radiate and fill the space with complexity. And the 
space will be everyone’s. 

This phenomenon shall be considered as the consequence of interaction and conflict among traditional ownerships. 
In Pol, each housing shall take months or years to be constructed by the owners themselves, depending on their 
financial foundation. Therefore, what belongs to the owner is not the space inside the house but the space that 
contains the house. And it is free to some of the residents to construct their houses, like playing construction block 
toys, into tiny towers. Then Pol is the assembly of private territories and domains, where those fields block and intersect 
with each other, which is the traditional mode of spatial relation of the specific area. Relatively, the out-wall space 
appears to be ordinary and general: the wide modern street floored with asphalt and concrete, the most public.

Decay and maintenance's conversation in Pol, old city
Plan of Pol, old city, 1:1000
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Materiality
Then a collage of indexing the materiality was produced to detailed analyse the layers of Pol. Pol public street also 
works in a boulevard mode, where most colourful layers gather on the façades meeting the public space. Thus, in this 
perspective corridor, the visual index of material, texture and artificial colour is unpacked along one tiny section of Pol 
community. There are three layers inside Pol: the private space, the advertising facade and the public space. And the 
advertising façade also owns three layers: the material, the coating and the affiliated space. It is easy to explain the 
relation from material and coating through maintenance. What the collage is trying to explore is the spatial influences 
the layers shall generate.

The technique involved in the visual map is collaging, but what is more vital is that the map shall also reflect the 
collage condition in the real community. Each fragment, as one piece of the construction, is suggested to act like 
the advertisements facing the visitors walking along the street. It is a municipality and island inside the city. For the 
complexity is not designed by a central planner, but automatically modified and gathered by individuals who exactly 
live inside the community. It is a live and strong example of the principle of city planning: people construct the city.

Different usages of materials are decided by the requirements from both structure and space. And relatively, the 
materials shall also make a guidance of spatial experience. Through listing the items from the existing households, how 
the fragments of architecture form the unique spatial experience in the specific residence.

For example, as the opening from the private space (courtyard, living room, lobby...) to the public space (residence 
alley, road...), or on the opposite direction, window, door, and gate perform the different roles. Through one 
window, which has the smallest scale among those three, it is always in darkness indoor and its colour represents an 
observation from inside to outside. While the outsiders could hardly recognize things of the private space. The colour 
writes the word MINE. Similar to a window, a door is fixed in an amiable way. In this circumstance, doors are always 
kept open when owners being at home. It writes the word WELCOME, spreading a hospitable characteristic of the 
owner to the neighbourhood. 

In contrast, the effect a gate brings about is totally different. Normally made of steel, a gate refuses the opportunity 
of visiting, even sometimes it is just a separation in one open space. It shall be fully covered by a plane which 
visually or spatially blocks the continuity of the space, mostly from public road to private courtyards. Sometimes 
steel works in frame, forming the security windows and balcony handrails. To both outlanders and residents, this 
cold, fuscous material represents offense and danger. It can clearly divide the usage and accessibility and says GET 
AWAY.

City in plan: from old city river front(right above)
to Sabarmati river bank (right below)

A new Pol: to combine, transform and evolve  
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To conclude, Pol, relatively independent from the central governance (not political), 
has set up its own ecology of community relation. It is a place if individualism 
and privacy whose basic unit is family. And the individual maintenance and 
management have give the whole community a complex uniformity in facing 
the modern architectural transformation. As is mentioned by Rowe, the modern 
urbanism simplifies the space of public and raises the complexity and exquisiteness 
of personal space.11 And Pol ingeniously fits the principles of modernistic planning 
principles.

There is an absolute reliance on recollections for the methodology of collage.12 
Which means science and rationalism shall play the role as organizer to frame 
the historical and traditional origins. In relative, comparing with the collage city 
suggested by Rowe, in Ahmedabad, or pvrecisely the Ahmedabad Pol residence 
in old city, tradition still dominates the trends and directions of city development 
where the modern so-called modifications and renovations did not make substantial 
changes to local residence’s living style. But we still can notice the signs of blend:

Not everywhere, but most public spaces are floored by governmental 
maintenance, covered by stones or concrete according to the usage and 
connectivity. Where motorcycles and bicycles parked at the corner. Looked 
like accessories, complex pipelines of drainage and electric wires twine and 
stick onto the building blocks. Nevertheless, the construction materials also get 
modified. Some tiny buildings are well ‘deconstructed’, whose structural steel 
beams and brick walls are exposed outdoor. Some others shall be plastered 
by cement. In fact, ancient materials cannot stand through the years and Pol 
building entities are being upgrading through years. But we can still see the 
coexistence of materiality of both ancient and modern times. Steel and timber 
structures, cement and rammed earth walls, concrete and masonry floors shall 
be reserved in a single construction at the same time. 

Therefore, in this traditional community scale, Pol is also collaged where modern 
architectural principles are not uncompromising to tear the city. Neighbourhoods 
live in harmony, and idea and reality live in harmony.

‘It is suggested that a collage approach, an approach in which objects are 
conscripted or seduced from out of their context, is-at the present day-the 
only way of dealing with the ultimate problems of, either or both, utopia and 
tradition.’13

Balcony 1
attached structure 

T

S

B

material
class

material
class

material
class

Community spatial types

Construction block
basic space seperation

Window
moveable and welcome
communicating gate

Seperation wall
open space seperation 
and corridor

Gate
clear barrier

Religious icon
untouchable 

Steel structure
frame above human

Black board
plane spot of gathering

Vehicles
free and open movements

Balcony 2
supporting structure

surrouding experience private shelter fragments 

fragments space closure

surrouding experience

Indoor furniture
surrouding items enclosed

Waste

11. Rowe, Colin. "Collision City and the Politics of 'Bricolage'." in Collage City. (Cambridge, Massachusetts and London, England: The MIT Press, 1978), 93.
12,13. Rowe, Colin. "Collage City and Reconquest of Time." in Collage City. (Cambridge, Massachusetts and London, England: The MIT Press, 1978), 143,144.
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 up right:   side-entrance of Pol through old wall 
down right:     Outer view of the side-entrance:

what's hiden right there?
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The Collage Pol
Design Research Project

Pol has given a decent example of collage city, even in a passive, unplanned way. But that shall provide enough 
references to think about how to plan and construct with pre-existing historical and traditional backgrounds, in 
consideration of both modern and tradition, rationality and humanity. The conversation between science and 
tradition in Ahmedabad has raised the questions: New city planning is to occupy or modify the urban context? And 
whether the consequence of Pol construction can be transposed form modern back to tradition? 

Therefore, this project is to propose a modern architectural stage to enable historical elements to root and grow, 
keeping the traditional residential living environment and neighbourhood relationship. In another word, to construct 
the new Pol.

Temporary waves
not only from the personal fiction 

of external surfaces, the expansion 
of privacy also drills out from the 

'belonging exhibition'.

2
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City Exhibition

Again, Haussmann’s Paris renovation is referenced for this section. Public boulevards were planned going through 
the city context, which drew the new perspective image and spatial visiting experience. In regard to public space, 
Pol shares the same spatial features with boulevards in Paris: the streets reorganize the city and inside the street 
perspectives, there are THREE surfaces: the ground, the facades on both sides and the empty space above head.

They created the regulated facades on both sides of the roads, they built the arches above passengers’ heads, they 
constructed new spatial arrangements for visitors to travel an experience. That is the inside space. Most of the master 
plans and aerial views could be considered as the business card from the city. Which rises the self-pride and happiness 
from people who live and belong to the specific zone. Nevertheless, to those who have never visited then city before, 
those cards are perfect political and economic popularisation tools. The city itself became the stage, the scaffold14 

and the museum. That is outside. 

As is mentioned in former paragraphs, the façades play the role as advertisements or exhibition stands. In both urban 
contexts, the vertical planes are the protagonist on the stage, where well decorated, continuous building facades 
and complex, coloured, layered Pole constructions sit. Similar conflicts shall be observed in the project thesis. In 
relative, what the project focuses on is in a smaller scale: the complexed households organized by the central axis. 
The task of it is also showing off, but to the city, as an introverted stage of exhibition. Where the local residence telling 
the government: We don’t need the laws regulating the style and cover everything by concrete and dust. We have 
the autonomous rights of self-constructing and maintaining. 

Pol corridor in old city
14. Rowe, Colin. "Collage City and Reconquest of Time." in Collage City. (Cambridge, Massachusetts and London, England: The MIT Press, 1978), 128.
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Passion of conquer

Mentioned by Doshi, in the old city of Ahmedabad, man-made architectures and 
human living styles are almost integrated, which survives in a medieval mode. 
‘Each community which is called ‘Pol’ has one gate indicating the entrance and 
the zones of the residence. It is like one enclosed autonomous territory.’ 15 Similar 
buildings, construction groups and communities shall also be found in Jaipur. And 
in this building scale, the balance inside the coexistence of unity and conflict is also 
clear to be observed. All houses own their courtyards, which include both private 
and public space, even though all of them are unique in shape and form.

In relative, there is one another hierarchy of smaller scale inside the communities. 
The tiny courtyards or territories are the activity centre to local people, which 
belongs to single family as the basic unit. It belongs to the most privacy. Meanwhile, 
the rest part of the space sets up the connection to the street, turning it to the semi-
public space. In appearance, this space gives the visual expansion like canyon 
and cave from the view of the street. The closed space normally has lower lighting 
level with coloured plaster decorations, tempting visitors to look inside. It appears 
to welcome though sometimes enclosed by barriers like steel gates. In plan, those 
corridors connecting the private courtyards, creating dense branches from the 
main road. At last, the entire public space, the main road is shared by the while 
community, holding the activities of weeding and business. 

While the layout of Pol residence in Ahmedabad is not planned like Jaipur. People 
spontaneously gathered together and constructed the offensive community, which 
is able to survive for months without supplies from outer environment. Their essential 
elements are totally the same. 

However, many of the residences living in the Pol tend to occupy all space that 
is not entirely public, making many indoor functions into outdoor in appearance. 
Same condition appears out door when simple shanties occupy the corners 
and sundries take the space. That is the erosion of authority. That is also the way 
how main constructions are built. Houses may spend the owners months or years 
to construct by themselves, step by step, level by level. Depending on their 
financial foundation, the speed of construction and complexity of layers differ. 
As a consequence, all spaces are occupied by units of family. Knowing no clear 
boundary of privacy and public, all rooms seem to be outdoor including intimate 
bedrooms and bathrooms. Or in another word, the complexity of privacy has taken 
possession of all spaces inside Pol. The difference between private and public is not 
clear because there is always a passion of conquer and declaration of privacy.

In Pol, we shall see children from different houses gathering together, chatting 
in one of their friends’ living room and climbing up one of their friends’ rooftops 
to fly the kites. The living room opens directly to the outdoor space connecting 
the balcony, and at one ending of which, the toilet is set at the most edge. Sole 
traders sometimes go inside the peaceful alley with wheel-handcart, selling 
traditional crafting items or fresh vegetables and fruits. Wild dogs wander freely 
without fear: people and animals know each other. The definite border of one’s 
house is still clear but it does not need to function all the time.

The ambiguity between public and privacy resulted in the fantastic neighbour 
relation. Comparing with president neighbour relation, mostly just strangers, the 
ancient unity and interactivity among the community shall be one important 
fragment of tradition that should be collaged.

1:200

1:200

15. Doshi, Balkrusgba V. Talks by Balkrishna V. Doshi. Vastu-Shilpa Foundation, 2012.
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Section AA', 1:200

Spatial strategy
In the design project, there are TWO main strategies for the general form and 
shapes of the architecture. Firstly, the skyline shall be occupied by the new Pol, 
which means it will be high-rise towers above the average residence height (floors 
below 5). In which way, the effect of exhibition shall not be limited in the two 
vertical corridor facades, but also the above space (sky) from the distance. And 
furthermore, the claim of private space shall go out of the community, visually 
setting the new connections and frame among the city. Secondly, the dimensions 
of the façades shall be expanded from two-dimension to three-dimension, to 
convert the single painting walls into vertical corridors allowing visitors and residence 
to wall through in different levels. In a small scale, the spatial experience of the 
corridors or balconies shall be enriched by materials according to the functions and 
programmes.

As a result, the towers will be the mixture of colonnades, along with the free platform 
on the top, like other traditional housings. The open public square plays a significant 
role in Pol’s society, and especially in Ahmedabad. Technically, the outdoor space 
is a perfect place for devices. Socially, a space in the centre of the community will 
hold the multi-participant events: the workshops the parties and kite flying. When 
private spaces crash and intersect, the shared space will be the buffer zone. Using 
the strategy of the privacy conquer, the public platform is the shared private space 
among all community members.
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Section BB', 1:200
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Material strategy: 

The complexity of materials in Pol
Just like the collage index of the Pol in old city, materials shall be indexed again in the apartment tower, but planned 
and designed. The space usage and programmes shall be restricted but the real usage of materials and maintaining 
will be the residents’ work, who shall be willing to manage their own private spaces. Things will be organized by layers. 
In this word, history and tradition is introduced back to the community rooting on the modern construction structures. 
Time is allowed to be re-judged and reorganized on the basis of ‘experiential schemata’. 16.144 Collage strategy is 
suggested to be used again in dealing with the repeated conversation between modern and traditional materiality.

Explosion of the SELF TOWERs
Layer 1: Referencing the Muslim temples, as the foundation of the construction group, masonry colonnade is designed 
to organize the road frame. Also, the modern stone-made step well shall guide the water to the central purifying and 
storage tank, which is the water collecting and saving strategy in the special India climate. Through Winter, Summer 
and monsoon seasons, the step well on the bottom of the towers will reveal different landscape views of water terrain.

Layer 2: (Reinforced) concrete is picked as the most vertical structure, also making space for ground activities, which 
stands well during all climates. Explode to out-environment, it will also form the ground blocks, for marketing and 
workshop. The solid structure shall also provide more possibilities to layer 3 to layer 5 like the Domino apartment which 
means it supports the changes and generations of other layers for itself holds the longer time circle.

Layer 3: According to the privacy level (height, connecting level to the streets), private space shall be enclosed 
from: cement, brick, timber board. For space of stores, aiming to advertise and show off, division shall go unclear and 
transparent, made of plastic and glass.

Layer 4: Attached structure made of steel and timber crafting (depends on whether the space is welcome to be 
visited). It contains the above-ground balconies and platforms.

Layer 5: Top privacy, made of well-decorated ceramic tiles and luxury.

Layer 6: Openings, same as layer 4.

16. Rowe, Colin. "Collage City and Reconquest of Time." in Collage City. (Cambridge, Massachusetts and London, England: The MIT Press, 1978), 144.
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Floor
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Wall
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Stone
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Drainage system during the year

Summer/ Pre Monsoon (March-May), 
Winrer (December-February)
Getting the driest seasons during the year

(After) Monsoon 
Wtaer is guided through the system, purified and storaged
Water level rises in Step Well mode

Monsoon season (June-September in Ahmedabad)

Pool Pol
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Techtonic section 1:50

This project is related to time, not only about 
its various lifecircles among materials, but 
also about how the whole construction goes 
through the years, especially in Indian climate, 
influenced by monsoon seasons.

Depending on different seasons and diverse 
amount of rainfall, the usage of space differs.
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Sky and Canyon
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Epilogue 

Doshi insisted that it was of great significance to notice the impossibility of dissevering and separating the definition of 
religion from daily lives and works. Meanwhile, the division between tradition and modernity shall also be observed. 
And the recognition of the coexistence of community and conflict is one important factor in related to Indian life style.

People tend to live in a mixed life pattern: the high-technology devices are widely spread through all citizens’ lives 
and they could get access to the world-wide information through television cable or wireless internet. In contrast, 
they do not need do, or be forced to, take part in the modern urban living activities and some of them still live in an 
ancient pattern. 

Therefore, except the huge number of national populations, India is also featured by its various kinds of mode of 
traveling, setting tones of pressure on public transportation. Animal-drawn vehicles and motor vehicles shall appear 
in one street at the same time. Except the small animals like squirrels, pigeons or monkeys and relatively common 
dogs, elephants and camels are allowed to walked in the asphalt roads, rather than being observed in enclosed 
zoos.

Collage is not only the technique of constructing and designing, it shall be a vital starting point to think about the 
modern relation of building and space. Architecture involves not only the construction but also its specific philosophy, 
history and humanity, and that is how collage answers the conversation between rational science critic and tradition.
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